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PRODUCING GREAT IDEAS TO BUILD
A NEW WORLD OF LEISURE

We strongly believe in creativity, we are one of the effective interior design

companies in Dubai, UAE. ALGEDRA Interior Design is specialized in

providing stunning and excellent interior design services that include

creative space planning, designing, and project management for both

residential and elegant commercial projects in the Middle East region.We

also aim to build strong relationships with our clients. We have impressed

the Middle East with our astounding and innovative designs and ideas. 

 

Creating a perfect combination of customer’s style and our expert

designers was a huge task and we are successful in it. 

 

ALGEDRA provides extraordinary and unique solutions to your units. Our

designs consist the combination of Eastern and Western cultures, Greek's

architectural art, Italian style, and British innovation making us the best

interior design company in Dubai.
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WHY CHOOSE US?

We believe that every client has unique requirements and taste and in

order to support that, ALGEDRA Interior Design comprises of a team

who can understand your ideas and add up the best and most creative

designs in order to make your dreams become a reality.
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UAE - DUBAI OFFICE LOCATIONOffice

1501, JBC 3 - Cluster Y, Jumeirah Lake

Towers, Dubai, UAE

Tel: +971 4 3639703

Mob: +971 52 8111106E-

ma�l: hello@algedra.ae

Having endless ideas in mind that

can impress you at every step, 

 

ALGEDRA also strives for the

satisfaction of each and every client.

 

From conceptualization to the last

stage, we work on each project

efficiently to bring out high-quality

results. 

 

You’re always welcomed to discuss

the ideas and grab the best over a

cup of your favorite beverage and

get to know why we are known

as best interior design company in

Dubai.
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